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Abstract—We present a new scan-based built-in self-test (BIST)
technique, which is based on weighted scan-enable signals and a
reconfigurable scan-forest architecture. A testability measure is
proposed to guide test pattern generation and produce patterns
with few care bits. This approach can effectively reduce the
amount of test data that needs to be stored on-chip. The proposed BIST method relies on the pseudorandom and deterministic
phases. The scan-forest architecture is configured as a single scan
tree for deterministic test vector application in the second phase. It
is found that a linear feedback shift register, with size equal to the
maximum number of the care bits in the deterministic patterns
for the random-resistant faults, is sufficient to encode deterministic vectors for the benchmark circuits. Experimental results for
benchmark circuits demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method for single stuck-at faults. In addition, experimental results
show that the patterns applied to the circuit under test provide
more n-detection than those applied by a traditional scan-chain
architecture with a single test session.
Index Terms—Deterministic built-in self-test (BIST), scanbased BIST, scan forest, weighted scan-enable signals.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE TEST length for scan-based built-in self-test (BIST)
[1], [2], [9] is usually determined by the random-patternresistant (hard-to-detect) faults. Test data compression [19] and
test response compaction [41] are still two important issues for
BIST. As for delay testing, it is much more difficult to reach
a complete coverage with deterministic BIST [46]. Test length
reduction for the hard-to-detect faults is therefore an important
practical problem. Various techniques have been developed to
handle this problem. The most popular techniques include the
following: 1) weighted random testing [7], [16], [18], [31], [34];
2) test point insertion [51]; and 3) deterministic scan-based
BIST [22], [23]. The test application time is also an important
issue for scan-based BIST.
Weighted random testing refers to the application of test
patterns derived by using primary inputs (PIs) with signal
probabilities that are different from 0.5 [7], [43], [49]. This
technique helps us to reduce the test length and, thereby, the test
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application time needed to reach high fault coverage. Pomeranz
and Reddy [34] proposed a weighted random test generation
method by expansion of tests generated by a deterministic test
generator. Three weights 0, 1, and 0.5 are assigned to all stages
of the linear feedback shift register (LFSR). The scan cells must
be modified for weighted random test vector generation in [43].
Weighted random testing schemes typically store multiple
sets of weights, and multiple test sessions are necessary [16],
[18], [30], [31], [34], [50]. Muradali et al. [31] proposed a
weighted random testing method for scan-based BIST to reduce
test time. Weighted random signal probabilities 0, 0.25, 0.5,
0.75, and 1 were assigned to the pseudoinputs of the scan cells.
A weighted control logic was used to regulate the proportion of
weighted inputs. However, this approach is intrusive because
it requires a modification of the scan cells and an insertion
of additional logic on functional paths. Jas et al. [16] proposed a hybrid weighted pseudorandom testing scheme to get
a complete coverage by using an extension of the technique in
[34]. The first phase corresponds to traditional pseudorandom
testing, and the second phase includes multiple test sessions.
Each test session of the second phase assigns different weight
sets to the scan chains, and these weight sets are stored onchip. However, weighted random testing schemes with multiple
test sessions may require more complex control logic [16], [18].
We therefore focus on a new weighted random test generation
method that needs a simple control logic and relies only on a
single test session.
It has been shown that the use of parallel scan chains alone
may not be sufficient to obtain high fault coverage with low
test time [7], [20]. A well-designed phase shifter (PS) has
been shown to increase the fault coverage [38]. However, this
approach typically requires a large number of (short) scan
chains, as well as area overhead for the PS. Typically, the
number of stages in the pseudorandom test pattern generator
(PRTG) is fixed, and a well-designed PS [38] can be used to
avoid interdependence among the outputs of the PRTG. The
storage requirement for a deterministic BIST method with PS
and multiple scan chains, however, can still be very large [20],
[33], [39].
Complete fault coverage can be obtained when the pseudorandom test generator is modified [10]. A combination of a
pseudorandom test generator and a combinational mapping
logic was used by Chatterjee and Pradhan [10]. Techniques
have also been developed to improve the effectiveness of scanbased BIST by using multiple capture cycle test schemes in [15]
and [48]. A hierarchical test set structure called STAR-BIST
[47] was proposed based on the fault-clustering phenomena,
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based on which a high-quality and low-cost test generator
for BIST was introduced. Lai et al. [25] proposed a novel
BIST scheme with a scan-chain segmentation. A scan chain
is partitioned into multiple segments delimited by inversion
elements, whereas the scan-in pin is fed by a single bit stream.
Multiple segmentation configurations are however required for
a complete coverage. Xiang et al. [51] proposed a scan-chain
partitioning scheme to replace the PS in scan-BIST, which
provided better results than the conventional single test session
test scheme (i.e., multiple scan chain with a well-designed PS
[38]). A well-constructed test response compactor was also
presented for zero aliasing.
Deterministic scan-based BIST schemes usually utilize the
large number of unspecified bits in deterministic test vectors.
As shown by Koenemann [22], the deterministic test vectors
can be encoded into LFSR seeds, whose size is equal to the
maximum number of care bits Smax in the deterministic test
vectors plus 20. The requirement on the size of the LFSR can be
reduced to Smax + 4 by using multiple primitive polynomials
[13], [14]. Efficient test generation techniques have been presented to reduce the number of care bits in the deterministic test
vectors [14], and test vector concatenation has been proposed
to encode multiple patterns with a single seed. Rajski et al. [39]
improved encoding efficiency by using variant-length seeds and
multiple primitive polynomials. Krishna et al. [24] proposed a
new test encoding scheme based on the loading of seeds with
size less than the LFSR size; this method incrementally modifies the next seed during the test application. A test encoding
scheme with multiple primitive polynomials and various ranks
was proposed to compress deterministic test data [21].
Seed ordering and seed encoding were used to reduce the
storage requirement in [3], where the test vector concatenation
technique was improved significantly. The states of the circuit
in separate clock cycles, instead of the state after the shift cycles
of separate test cycles, can be used to encode the deterministic
test vectors. Li and Chakrabarty [29] proposed a reconfigurable scan architecture to improve the encoding efficiency of
deterministic BIST, where the interconnections between the
outputs of the LFSR and the inputs of the scan chains can be
dynamically reconfigured. These works are closely related to
the work in this paper.
A single scan-in signal was used to drive multiple scan chains
in [12], [28], and [52], which can compress the test data and
reduce the test application time greatly. The scan tree or forest
architecture has been proposed to reduce test application cost
and test data volume [4], [6], [52], [54]. The reconfigured
scan forest constructed a zero-aliasing test response compaction
technique by connecting only the leaf scan flip-flops to the test
response compactor, where the area overhead of the compactor
is well controlled. Test data volume and test application cost
can be reduced significantly. The methods in [4], [6], and [54]
did not consider routing constraints.
Recently, Pomeranz and Reddy [36] proposed transparent
scan, according to which the scan-in and scan-out pins and the
scan-enable signal are handled as PIs or primary outputs (POs).
An advantage of this technique is that it is not necessary to load
test stimuli into all the scan flip-flops. However, some degree of
sequential automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) is required.

Moreover, the scan enables of the scan chains are assigned
(unbiased) pseudorandom values when transparent scan is used
for scan-based BIST. As shown in Table II, the fault coverage
can be improved significantly if the unbiased pseudorandom
values are replaced by weighted random values. Most recently,
an efficient pseudorandom test generation scheme in [53] is proposed by assigning separate weighted signals to the scan-enable
signals of the scan chains, in which almost all circuits can
obtain complete or close-to-complete fault coverage with costeffective hardware overhead and a single session test scheme.
The method in [53] uses the multiple scan-chain architecture,
where the size of the PS must be appropriately chosen.
The main contributions of this paper include the following:
1) a new pseudorandom test generator; 2) a new PS; and 3) the
use of a small LFSR to encode all deterministic test vectors. A
new PRTG that uses weighted scan-enable signals is proposed;
this pattern generator is based on a reconfigurable scan-forest
architecture. The reconfigurable scan forest is constructed by
using a routing-driven scheme. The proposed method obtains a
much better fault coverage in the pseudorandom testing phase,
which effectively compresses the test data for the deterministic
BIST phase because of the new scan architecture. The size
of the PS is reduced greatly because each stage of the PS
drives a scan tree with multiple scan chains instead of a single
scan chain [53]; therefore, area overhead is reduced a lot. A
new testability measure is proposed to guide test generation
for deterministic test vectors with fewer care bits. A new
primitive or nonprimitive polynomial selection procedure is
proposed, according to which the size of the LFSR is equal
to the number of the maximum care bits of the deterministic
vectors. This technique can also effectively reduce the test data
volume that needs to be kept on-chip [13], [14], [20], [22],
[24], [33], [39].
The BIST technique based on weighted scan-enable signals,
as described in this paper, is markedly different from [53]. The
earlier method in [53] uses a multiple scan chains and a PS
architecture. In this paper, a reconfigurable scan forest under
routing constraints is used. The area overhead of the PS here is
much less because each stage of a PS drives a scan tree instead
of a scan chain. The proposed method also uses a new polynomial selection scheme in the second (deterministic) phase; this
method is used to select a primitive or nonprimitive polynomial
such that deterministic test cubes can be encoded with the
smallest possible LFSR. Finally, we present a new testability
measure to guide test generation such that deterministic test
vectors with fewer care bits can be obtained. Weighted scanenable signals are assigned to separate scan chains to improve
the test effectiveness of scan-based BIST in the pseudorandom
testing phase.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The scanbased BIST architecture based on a reconfigurable scan forest
is described in Section II. The new scan architecture using
a scan forest and weighted scan-enable signals is introduced
in Section III. The new testability measure is introduced in
Section IV to guide test generation for test vectors with fewer
care bits. Details for the seed encoding procedure are presented
in Section V. Experimental results are given in Section VI.
Section VII concludes this paper.
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Weighted scan-enable signals for scan-forest-based BIST.

II. R ECONFIGURABLE S CAN A RCHITECTURE
FOR D ETERMINISTIC BIST
In this section, we describe the scan-based BIST architecture
for the proposed two-phase BIST method. As shown in Fig. 1,
the scan-forest architecture is used for pseudorandom testing
in the first phase. Each stage of the PS drives multiple scan
chains, where all the scan flip-flops at the same stage for all
scan chains are driven by the same stage of the PS. The scanforest architecture of [52] is used, which is in contrast to the
multiple scan-chain architecture used in [53]. This technique
can greatly reduce the size of the PS compared with the multiple
scan-chain architecture where each stage of the PS drives a
scan chain. Therefore, the area overhead due to the PS can be
reduced significantly.
For any scan tree with scan chains (v1,1 , v1,2 , . . . , v1,n ),
(v2,1 , v2,2 , . . . , v2,n ), . . . , (vk,1 , vk,2 , . . . , vk,n ), scan flip-flops
in the groups (v1,1 , v2,1 , . . . , vk,1 ), (v1,2 , v2,2 , . . . , vk,2 ), . . . ,
(v1,n , v2,n , . . . , vk,n ) do not have any common combinational
successor. The test response compactor is an XOR gate network. Two scan chains (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) and (b1 , b2 , . . . , bn )
are connected to the same XOR gate if the scan flip-flop pairs
(a1 , b1 ), (a2 , b2 ), . . ., and (an , bn ) do not have any common
combinational predecessors, respectively. This technique can
greatly reduce the size of the multiple input signature analyser
(MISR) and, therefore, the area overhead.
Some circuits have many POs. For example, the ISCAS89
benchmark circuits s35932, s38417, s38584, s15850, and
s13207 have 320, 106, 278, 87, and 121 POs, respectively. It
is expensive if all the POs are connected to the MISR directly,
which makes the size of the MISR very large [42], [51]. As
shown in Fig. 1, our method does not connect the POs of the
circuit to the MISR directly but to the compactor in order to
reduce the size of the MISR. Two POs can be connected to the

same XOR gate if they do not have any common combinational
predecessor. POs PO1 , PO2 , . . . , POk can be connected to the
same XOR tree if any pair of the POs does not have any common
combinational predecessor. The size of the MISR can thus be
reduced to some degree.
The proposed BIST scheme uses separate scan-enable signals to drive the scan chains. We use the set of weights
{0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875} to control the scan-enable signals.
These weights are easy to generate by using on-chip hardware
[7]. In the pseudorandom testing phase, the PIs are directly
driven by the PS. Each of the PIs is driven by a scan flip-flop of
a scan chain in the deterministic BIST phase in order to reduce
the number of care bits for the deterministic test vectors. The
PIs are also grouped with all the scan flip-flops. A PI can be
included into a scan flip-flop group if PI does not have any
combinational successor with any of the scan flip-flops in the
group. Let the scan flip-flops in the group be at the kth level
of the scan tree. The PI in that group can be driven by any
scan flip-flop at the (k − 1)th level in the scan tree. This can
be implemented by using a multiplexer for each PI, as shown
in Fig. 1, where the multiplexer is controlled by the signal p.
The PS is connected to the PI when p = 0 (pseudorandom
testing phase), and the PI is connected to a scan tree when p = 1
(deterministic BIST phase).
As shown in Fig. 2, one extra multiplexer is inserted before
the scan-in signal of each scan tree. The signal p is used for
test phase selection, and it is the same as in Figs. 2 and 3.
The pseudorandom testing phase corresponds to p = 0, and
the deterministic BIST phase is used when p = 1. The scan
trees receive test signals from the PS during the pseudorandom
testing phase. The PS drives the scan trees and the PIs only in
the pseudorandom testing phase. The scan-forest architecture
is reconfigured to a single scan tree during the deterministic
BIST phase, where all PIs are driven by some internal scan
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Fig. 2. Reconfigurable scan architecture for pseudorandom testing and deterministic BIST.

Fig. 3. LFSR design for the two phases.

flip-flops in order to reduce the number of test inputs and the
number of care bits in the deterministic test vectors for the hard
faults.
In the deterministic BIST phase, the scan tree receives test
vectors from the scan-in signal of the rightmost scan tree
(see Fig. 2). The scan-in signal of the rightmost scan tree is
connected to a stage of the LFSR directly in the deterministic
BIST phase. The dashed lines shown in Fig. 2 connect the scanin signals of the scan trees with output of the last scan flip-flop
in one of the scan chains in its right scan tree. The outputs of
all scan chains are still connected to the compactor during the
deterministic BIST phase; this offers additional flexibility for
test encoding. The test responses of the previous test vector can
be shifted out with only a few clock cycles (corresponding to

the depth of the scan forest in the pseudorandom testing phase).
For a single scan-chain architecture, the number of clock cycles
needed to shift out test responses of the previous deterministic
test vector is much more, which is equal to the number of scan
flip-flops in the circuit.
Usually, a small LFSR constructed by a primitive polynomial is sufficient when a well-designed PS is adopted in the
pseudorandom testing phase. In our method, a combination of
a 24-stage LFSR and the PS from [38] is used to generate
test patterns in the pseudorandom testing phase. The size of
the LFSR needed for the deterministic BIST depends on the
maximum number of care bits for any deterministic test vector.
While two different LFSRs can be used for the two phases, a
composite LFSR design can be used, as shown in Fig. 3. The
two designs are essentially equivalent.
For any degree less than 128, it is computationally feasible to
generate enough primitive polynomials in reasonable time, out
of which one (whose degree is equal to the maximum number
of care bits in the deterministic vectors) can be selected to
encode all deterministic test vectors. The tool that we used to
generate primitive polynomials can only handle polynomials up
to 128 degree of the word-length limit of the computer [37]. A
nonprimitive polynomial can be selected to construct the LFSR
for the deterministic BIST phase when the maximum care bits
of the deterministic vectors are too large (greater than 128 in
this paper); in this way, all the deterministic vectors can still be
encoded. Nevertheless, we attempt to use only primitive polynomials because an arbitrarily chosen nonprimitive polynomial
can introduce significant area overhead.
The same signal p as the one shown in Fig. 1 is used to switch
between two XOR feedback networks. The XOR network-1 is
used for the pseudorandom testing phase, whereas the XOR
network-2 is used for the deterministic BIST phase. All seeds
stored in the ROM are shifted in from the scan-in signal. The
overhead needed to implement the LFSR with two polynomials
involves only one additional XOR network and a multiplexer.
Only a few two-input XOR gates are needed if a primitive polynomial with very few terms is used to generate pseudorandom
test vectors.
Furthermore, in the deterministic BIST phase, instead of
using XOR network-2, we can also use multiple primitive
polynomials with different degrees to encode the deterministic
vectors. A 2-bit identifier for each primitive polynomial can be
used to identify the primitive polynomials and stored as extra
test data with each loaded seed. A decoder can be used to select
the corresponding XOR network (instead of XOR network-2) as
per the 2-bit identifier.
An effective seed encoding scheme is used here to reduce the
storage requirements for the deterministic test patterns for the
random-resistant faults. The test responses of each test vector
are shifted out in k clock cycles, where k is the depth of the scan
forest. The test responses are captured again when the state of
the scanned circuit is compatible with any other deterministic
test vector.
Let us consider the construction of the reconfigurable scan
forest. Assume that the number of scan flip-flops at each level
l and depth d of the reconfigurable scan forest is known.
Giving the scan-in pin of a scan tree, l scan flip-flops are
selected among all the scan flip-flops that can be driven by
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Scan chain with a weighted scan-enable signal.

the same test signal. This selection is carried out to minimize
the total interconnect length. The routing overhead can be
easily estimated by using tools such as Astro from Synopsys
[5]. Experimental results reported in this paper were obtained
by using the Astro tool. All the scan flip-flops driven by the
same test signal meet the following condition. Each pair of
the scan flip-flops that is driven by the same test signal has
no combinational successor in the circuit [54]. Each scan flipflop p in the first level is connected to a scan flip-flop f at the
second level that has the minimum distance from p among all
the scan flip-flops that can be driven by the same test signal,
where all the scan flip-flops at the second level have no common
combinational successor. Continue the aforementioned process
until the reconfigurable scan forest has been constructed. It is
not necessary for the scan flip-flops at the same level of the
same scan tree to be in the neighborhood. Experimental results
on the interconnect overhead for the scan forest designed by
using the aforementioned heuristic are presented in Section VI.
III. S CAN -B ASED BIST U SING S CAN F OREST AND
W EIGHTED S CAN -E NABLE S IGNALS
The i controllability Ci (l) (i ∈ {0, 1}) of a node l is defined
as the probability that a randomly selected input vector sets l to
the value i. The observability O (l) is defined as the probability
that a randomly selected input vector propagates the value of l
to a PO. The signal probability of a node is defined in the same
manner as its one-controllability measure.
In the scan-based BIST architecture, as shown in Fig. 1,
different weights e1 , e2 , . . ., and ek are assigned to the scanenable signals of the scan chains SC1 , SC2 , . . ., and SCk ,
respectively, where e1 , e2 , . . . , ek ∈ {0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875}.
We do not assign weight values less than 0.5 to the scanenable signals because we do not want to insert more capture
cycles than scan shift cycles. We have developed an efficient
method to select weights for the scan-enable signals of the scan
chains. The selection of weights for the scan-enable signals is
determined by the following testability gain function:
G=

 |C  (l) − C  (l)|
1
0
O (l)

(1)

l/i∈F

where l/i represents the stuck-at i (i ∈ {0, 1}) fault at line l.
In (1), F is the random-resistant fault set, which is defined as
the set of faults whose detection probability is no more than ten
times that of the hardest fault [7]. Note that our method does not
consider redundant faults according to the COP measure when

selecting weights. We attempt to minimize the testability gain
function as given in (1).
Fig. 4 shows a scan chain with a weighted scan-enable
signal, where Sin , Sout , and test are the scan-in signal, the
scan-out signal, and the scan-enable signal of the scan chain,
respectively. Initially, all pseudo-PIs (PPIs) are assigned with a
signal probability of 0.5, and the observability of the pseudoPOs (PPOs) is set to 1/n. Let p be the selected weight of the
scan-enable signal, as shown in Fig. 4. Then
C1 (PPIi ) = p · C1 (ai−1 ) + (1 − p) · C1 (PPOi ).

(2)

The observability of PPOi can be estimated as follows:
O (PPIi ) = (1 − p) · O (ai )
O (ai ) = 1 − (1 − O (bi )) · (1 − O (PPIi ))
O (bi−1 ) = p · O (ai ).

(3)
(4)
(5)

We set the observability of the scan-out signal to one. Even
though the output of a scan chain is connected to the test
response compactor, we can make the aliasing negligible by
carefully connecting the scan chains to the XOR gates, as described in Section II. We also have O (an ) = 1 and C0 (Sin ) =
C1 (Sin ) = 0.5. Testability measures of the internal nodes and
the PPIs and the PPOs can be calculated iteratively using the
COP measures in (2)–(5). We find that the testability measures
for all nodes in the benchmark circuits converge within a few
iterations.
As shown in Fig. 4, the BIST control logic assigns weighted
signals to the scan-enable signals. In a functional mode, the
extra pin test is assigned with a value of zero. The circuit is set
to the test mode when test is set to a value of one. In this case,
the selected weight is assigned to a scan chain. The scan chain
works in the shift mode when the weighted scan-enable signal
is one, and it works under the capture mode when the scanenable signal is set to a value of zero. The weighted signals are
produced by a PS [7], the details of which are presented later in
this section. Only one extra pin is necessary in the scan-based
BIST design.
We assume that each scan chain uses separate scanenable signals. We assign weights from the set {0.5, 0.625,
0.75, 0.875} to the scan-enable signals of the scan chains. In the
weight selection procedure, S is the scan-chain set, and SC is
a specific scan chain. Initially, S contains all scan chains in the
circuit. The procedure to determine weights can be described
as follows. First, all scan chains use the regular test-per-scan
scan-enable signals. That is, the scan-enable signals are set to
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Fig. 5. Generating weighted scan-enable signals for scan-forest-based BIST.

one in scan shift cycles and set to zero in capture cycles. A test
cycle for the original scan-enable signals contains k scan shift
cycles followed by one capture cycle, where k is the length of
the longest scan chain. Our method selects a weight for the first
scan-chain scan-enable signal to minimize the gain function as
presented in (1). After the best weight has been selected for the
first scan chain, we select a weight for the scan-enable signal
of the second scan chain that minimizes the cost function in
(1). For each scan chain, if no weight can be selected, we leave
its scan-enable signal as the one in conventional test-per-scan
BIST scheme (the number of shift cycles is equal to the length
of the scan chains, and a capture cycle follows). Continue the
aforementioned process until appropriate weights have been
chosen for all scan-enable signals of the scan chains.
Different weights can be obtained by connecting two or more
pseudorandom signals. As shown in Fig. 5, a signal with a
signal probability of 0.75 can be obtained from the output of a
two-input OR gate, whose inputs are pseudorandom signals with
a signal probability of 0.5. A signal with a signal probability
of 0.875 can be obtained from the output of a three-input OR
gate, whose inputs are pseudorandom signals with a signal
probability of 0.5. As shown in Fig. 5, all weights are connected
to a multiplexer which is controlled by the signal p. The selected
weight is connected to the scan-enable signal of a scan chain
when p = 0 in the pseudorandom testing phase. The signal
test2 is connected to the scan-enable signals of all scan chains
during the deterministic BIST phase, where the scan forest is
reconfigured as a scan tree (i.e., d shift cycles followed by
a capture cycle, where d is the depth of the scan tree in the
deterministic BIST phase).
The weights for the scan-enable signals of the scan chains are
determined exactly once. That is, the weights do not need to be
updated during the test application. The extra logic to generate
the weights for the test scheme consists of only nine gates, as
shown in Fig. 5; hence, the overhead is negligible compared
with previously published weighted test pattern generators. As
shown in Fig. 5, four extra AND gates are connected with
different weights, respectively, where the four two-input AND
gates are connected to the test and weighted signals. The circuit
is in normal functional mode when test is set to zero, and
weights are assigned to the scan chains when test is set to one.
The circuit is thus in the test mode when test is set to one.

Fig. 6. Procedure to select different weights for the scan-enable signals of the
scan chains.

Let all scan chains be assigned with separate scan-enable
signals. We consider assigning one of the following weights
{0.5, 0.625, 0.75, 0.875} to the scan-enable signals of the scan
chains. In the weight selection procedure, as shown in Fig. 6, S
is the scan-chain set, and SC is a specific scan chain. Initially,
S contains all scan chains in the circuit, and the scan-enable
signals of all scan chains are assigned that of the regular testper-scan test scheme. Controllability of the PPI of the ith scan
flip-flop in a scan chain is set to 0.5, and observability of the
PPO of the ith scan flip-flop is set to 1/k. Iterative testability
estimation is adopted for all nodes based on (2)–(5) and the
COP measure. It is found that testability measures for all nodes
can be stable after quite a few rounds of testability calculation.
The procedure, as shown in Fig. 6, to determine the weights
is as follows. First, all scan chains use the common test-perscan scan-enable signals. That is, the scan-enable signals are
set to one in scan shift cycles and set to zero in capture cycles.
A test cycle for the original scan-enable signals contains k
scan shift cycles followed by one capture cycle, where k is the
length of the longest scan chain. Our method selects a weight
for the scan-enable signal of the first scan chain to minimize
the cost function, as presented in (1). After the best weight has
been selected for the first scan chain, our method selects the
best weight for the scan-enable signal of the second scan chain
that minimizes the cost function in (1). For each scan chain, if
no weight can be selected, we leave its scan-enable signal as
the one in a conventional test-per-scan BIST scheme. Continue
the aforementioned process until appropriate weights have been
chosen for all the scan-enable signals of the scan chains.

IV. T ESTABILITY M EASURE TO G UIDE T EST P ATTERN
G ENERATION W ITH F EWER S PECIFIED B ITS
All PPIs corresponding to the same scan flip-flop group are
merged into a single PPI. As shown in Fig. 1, each of the PIs
shares the same PPI with the scan flip-flops in the same group.
This technique reduces the number of test inputs, and it also
reduces the number of care bits in the deterministic test vectors
for the hard faults left after the pseudorandom testing phase.
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Another simple SCOAP-like testability measure is presented
to guide test pattern generation such that we obtain test vectors with even fewer care bits. The new testability measure
includes the impact of reconvergent fan-outs. However, the
SCOAP measure handles all inputs of a gate independently.
The following additional definitions are introduced first. Let i
control reachability RCi (l) be defined as the minimum set of
PIs (or PPIs) that have to be specified in order to set line l to
value i, where i ∈ {0, 1}. The controllability Ci (l) is defined
as the minimum number of PIs (or PPIs) that must be specified
in order to place a control value i ∈ {0, 1} on line l. Let l be a
PI. Equations (6)–(15) present the controllability calculation of
the measure. We have

Let s be a fan-out stem with fan-out branches
B1 , B2 , . . . , Bk . Observability measure of the fan-out stem is
calculated as follows:

RC1 (l) = RC0 (l) = {l}

(6)

O(F ) = min (O(B1 ), O(B2 ), . . . , O(Bk )) .

C1 (l) = C0 (l) = 1.

(7)

The observability calculation for other gate types is similar.
Let l/i be a single stuck-at fault at l for i ∈ {0, 1}. We define
the detectability D(l/i) as the minimum number of PIs (PPIs)
that need to be specified in order to generate a test pattern for
the fault. Therefore


(20)
D(l/i) = RO(l) ∪ RCi (l) .

For an AND gate l with inputs A and B, we have
RC1 (l) = RC1 (A) ∪ RC1 (B)
C1 (l) = |RC1 (l)|

(8)
(9)

where |RC1 (l)| is the size of the set RC1 (l). The zero-control
reachability function can be calculated as follows:

RC0 (A), if |RC0 (A)| ≤ |RC0 (B)|
RC0 (l) =
(10)
RC0 (B), if |RC0 (A)| > |RC0 (B)|.
The zero-controllability measure of l can be calculated as
follows:
C0 (l) = |RC0 (l)| .

(11)

For an OR gate l with inputs A and B
RC0 (l) = RC0 (A) ∪ RC0 (B)
C0 (l) = |RC0 (l)| .

(12)
(13)

The one-control reachability function at the output of the
two-input OR gate can be calculated as follows:

RC1 (A), if |RC1 (A)| ≤ |RC1 (B)|
RC1 (l) =
(14)
RC1 (B), if |RC1 (A)| > |RC1 (B)|.
The one-controllability of the output of a two-input OR gate
can be obtained as follows:
C1 (l) = |RC1 (l)| .

(15)

For a fan-out s with branches B1 , B2 , . . . , Bk , for i ∈ {0, 1},
and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, we have

observability calculation of the new testability measure. By
considering an AND gate l with inputs A and B, we have
RO(A) = RO(l) ∪ RC1 (B)
O(A) = |RO(A)| .

(16)
(17)

Let l be the output of an OR gate with inputs A and B.
We have
RO(A) = RO(l) ∪ RC0 (B)
O(A) = |RO(A)| .

(18)
(19)

The detectability measure presented in (20) can be used to
guide test point insertion in order to reduce the number of
maximum care bits in the deterministic test vectors of the hard
faults. Test point selection is used to reduce the maximum
detectability measure of the hard faults in order to reduce the
test data volume. The aforementioned testability measure is
used to guide the test generation for test vectors with fewer
care bits. For example, any one of the inputs can be specified
to zero in order to set the output of a two-input AND gate to
a value of zero. Our method selects the input with less zerocontrollability in this case. A fault effect at a fan-out stem can
be propagated along any fan-out branch. Our method selects
the fan-out branch with the least observability to propagate the
fault effect. Test generation guided by the testability measure
can thus obtain test vectors with fewer care bits. This is shown
in the experimental results presented in Section VI.
V. S EED E NCODING FOR D ETERMINISTIC BIST W ITH
L OW S TORAGE R EQUIREMENT
We select either one primitive polynomial for deterministic
seed encoding, which encodes all deterministic test vectors of
hard-to-test faults. We also present a new technique to encode
the deterministic vectors for hard faults. Finally, we present a
procedure to select a nonprimitive polynomial that encodes all
deterministic vectors when the number of care bits is too large.

Ci (Bj ) = Ci (s).
The controllability calculation of the testability measure for
other gates is similar. The function RO(l) is defined as the
smallest set of PIs (or PPIs) that need to be assigned with
specified values in order to propagate the fault effect at l either
to a PO or to a PPO. The observability O(l) is defined as the
minimum number of PIs (or PPIs) that need to be assigned
with specified values in order to propagate the fault effect at
l either to a PO or to a PPO. For a PO (or a PPO) l, we
have O(l) = 0, and RO(l) = ∅. Equations (16)–(19) present

A. Polynomial Selection for Deterministic BIST
A well-designed LFSR must be constructed in order to
encode all deterministic vectors after the pseudorandom testing
phase. A new procedure is proposed to select a primitive polynomial (or multiple primitive polynomials) with the minimum
degree that can encode all deterministic test vectors for the
hard faults as shown in Fig. 7. An efficient procedure is used
to generate primitive polynomials of any desired degree (not
more than 128). For any i ≤ 128, the primitive polynomials are
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Fig. 8. Procedure to select a nonprimitive polynomial that encodes all deterministic test vectors with a large number of care bits.
Fig. 7. Procedure to select a primitive polynomial that encodes all deterministic test vectors.

stored in the Qi . The following procedure returns a primitive
polynomial with the minimum degree that encodes all deterministic vectors for the random-resistant (hard) faults.
Let the maximum number of care bits for the deterministic
vectors be Smax . The procedure as presented in Fig. 7 first
checks all primitive polynomials of degree Smax . Next, all
primitive polynomials with degree Smax + 1 are checked. Continue the aforementioned process until a primitive polynomial
that encodes all deterministic test vectors is found. Experiments
show that very little CPU time is needed to check whether a
primitive polynomial can encode all deterministic test vectors.
For the one-detection criterion, i.e., every stuck-at fault is to
be detected at least once, we find that deterministic vectors for
the hard faults for all benchmark circuits can be encoded by a
primitive polynomial with a degree equal to Smax .
We can also use a nonprimitive polynomial to encode all
deterministic vectors when the number of care bits is too large,
where a primitive polynomial is unable to produce by using
the tool in [37] when the maximum number of care bits for
the deterministic test vectors of the hard faults is too large.
Recently, Kagaris [17] studied to implement pseudoexhaustive
testing with nonprimitive irreducible polynomials. The LFSR,
as shown in Fig. 3, is used for two phases of deterministic
BIST. In the first phase, the LFSR constructed by a primitive
polynomial of 24 degree is used to generate random test vectors.
Therefore, it is not necessary to use a primitive polynomial for
the deterministic BIST if all deterministic vectors can be encoded by the nonprimitive polynomial. Let the maximum number of care bits of all deterministic test vectors be Smax . The
procedure in Fig. 8 randomly selects a nonprimitive polynomial
of degree Smax and checks whether the selected nonprimitive
polynomial encodes all deterministic vectors. If not, select
another nonprimitive polynomial. Continue the aforementioned
process until a given number C (C is set to 1000 in this
paper) of nonprimitive polynomial has been selected. Try a
nonprimitive polynomial of degree Smax + 1, and so on, in a
systematic way until a nonprimitive polynomial that encodes
all the deterministic test vectors has been found. The number of
nonzero terms of the selected nonprimitive polynomial determines the area overhead of the LFSR. Our method can constrain
the number of nonzero terms in the selected nonprimitive polynomial. In most cases, a nonprimitive polynomial with degree

Smax can be found to encode all the deterministic test vectors
after a very few number of trials.
For any circuits with deterministic test vectors that contain
more than 128 care bits, a nonprimitive polynomial can be
selected to encode all deterministic vectors based on the procedure, as shown in Fig. 8. Usually, a randomly selected polynomial with greater than 128 degree can encode all deterministic
test vectors after a very small number of trials according to our
experience. The selected polynomial can be a primitive or a
nonprimitive polynomial in this case. Therefore, a polynomial
that encodes all deterministic vectors can be selected in trivial
time in all cases. The two LFSR architectures, as shown in
Fig. 3, work well because a 24-stage LFSR constructed by a
primitive polynomial generates pseudorandom test patterns in
the pseudorandom testing phase. The nonprimitive polynomial
constructed LFSR is only used to encode the deterministic test
vectors of the random-resistant faults. Experimental results are
presented to show in Section VII that a primitive polynomial
to encode all deterministic test vectors can be selected in
trivial time.
B. Seed Encoding Techniques
The test responses for a deterministic test vector must be
shifted out by using L clock cycles, where L is the number
of scan flip-flops in the longest scan chain. The reconfigurable
scan architecture, as shown in Fig. 2, presents significant
flexibility for seed encoding for the deterministic vectors. The
test responses captured by the scan flip-flops can be shifted
out in only L1 clock cycles, where L1 is the depth of the
scan forest in the pseudorandom testing phase. For a single
scan-chain architecture, the number of clock cycles needed
to shift out test responses for the previous deterministic test
vector is much more—it is equal to the number of scan flipflops in the circuit. The test responses are captured again when
the state of the scanned circuit is compatible with any other
deterministic test vector. The number of shifted clock cycles
between two loaded seeds can be from 210 up to 215 . When
we use multiple primitive polynomials with different degrees
to encode all deterministic vectors, we need two additional
bits of test data for each loaded seed to identify the primitive
polynomial encoding this loaded seed.
Some additional test data are necessary to record the encoded
seeds between two loaded seeds. These additional test data
contain two parts. The first part has i1 bits, which represent
the number of shift test cycles. Each of the i1 shift test cycles
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contains L2 clock cycles, where L2 is the length of the scan
tree in the deterministic BIST phase. The second part of the
extra test data contains i2 bits, which record the number of shift
clock cycles in the last shift test cycle. At this point, the status of
the circuit is compatible with the encoded seed. By considering
that the length of the scan tree in the deterministic BIST phase
is 128, i2 = 7, and i1 is not more than eight for any case.
The seed for the test vector with the largest number of care
bits is first loaded into the LFSR. Test responses of the loaded
seed are captured in the scan flip-flops. Our method begins
to check the status of the scan tree whether it is compatible
with any remaining deterministic test vector after the L1 shift
cycles, where L1 (L1  L2 ) is the depth of the scan forest
in the first phase. The test responses are captured again after
a compatible state is found. The loaded seed can be reloaded
in order to cover more remaining deterministic vectors. Our
method loads the seed with the most number of care bits among
the remaining seeds. Continue the aforementioned process until
all seeds have been encoded or loaded. The number of shift
clock cycles between the loaded and the encoded seeds is not
more than 215 in all cases.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

TABLE II
CPU TIME AND ROM STORAGE FOR THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The proposed method has been implemented and run on
a Blade2000 workstation. The pseudorandom testing phase
is used with the scan-forest scan architecture, and separate
weighted scan-enable signals are assigned to the scan chains.
The scan-forest architecture is reconfigured as a single scan tree
in the deterministic BIST phase. The results for one detection,
i.e., a stuck-at fault is detected at least once, are presented in
Section VI-A. Results for n-detection evaluation are presented
in Section VI-B, where each stuck-at fault is detected either by
at least n different test vectors or by up to n different deterministic test vectors if it is not covered by the pseudorandom test
vectors.
A. Results for One Detection
In this section, the ATALANTA [26] test generator is used
to generate deterministic test vectors for the hard faults. The
ATALANTA is modified from the FAN algorithm [11]. Table I
presents results for the proposed method using the PROOFS
fault simulator [32] on the ISCAS-89 [8] and ISCAS-93 circuits. The encoding method proposed in Section V is used to
encode deterministic vectors. The column “LFSR” in Table I
presents the size of the LFSR for the deterministic BIST phase.
The size of the LFSR in the pseudorandom testing phase is set
to 24 for all circuits. Column 2 (FC) presents fault coverage of
the proposed new pseudorandom test scheme after 500k clock
cycles. The columns NDTV and Smax denote the number of
deterministic test vectors and the maximum number of care
bits in the deterministic test patterns, respectively. Note that the
fault coverage reported in this paper is obtained by dividing the
number of detected single stuck-at faults by the total number of
faults (including redundant faults) in the circuit.
The columns corresponding to sts present the pseudorandom
testing results obtained by using multiple scan chains (scanchain length is set to 10) with the PS in [38] after 500k clock
cycles. The fault coverage for the proposed method is also

obtained after 500k clock cycles for the pseudorandom testing
phase. Compared with the sts test scheme, the size of the PS
for the proposed method should be much smaller, whereas the
test response compactor and the MISR are almost the same.
Therefore, the area overhead for the proposed method is much
less. The results are presented in Table IV.
Additional experimental results are presented in Table II.
The parameter CPU1 denotes the CPU time (in seconds) for
fault simulation by the weighted scan-enable test scheme and
the conventional test-per-scan test scheme with a single test
session. The column RSE refers to the test scheme where the
scan-enable signals of the scan chains are assigned with values
randomly. The proposed method and the sts test scheme need
a similar fault simulation time. The parameters CPU2 and
CPU3 denote the CPU time (in seconds) needed to select a
primitive polynomial that encodes all deterministic test vectors
for the hard faults and the CPU time (in seconds) needed to
select weights for the scan chains, respectively. The results are
reported for 500k clock cycles, as all in the other methods
presented in Table II. Results are presented for some ISCAS89 circuits, namely, s1423, s5378, s9234, s13207, s15850,
s38417, and s38584, and some ISCAS-93 circuits, namely,
s1512, s3271, s3330, and s4863. As for the RSE test scheme
[36] that we implemented, the PS size should be much smaller
(just like the sts test scheme to the proposed method); the test
response compactor and the MISR are almost the same. No PS
is used in the work of Jas et al. [16]; however, the area overhead
for the test response compactor and the MISR should be close.
Therefore, the area overhead for the method in [16] should be
smaller, which is mainly because no PS was used.
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Experimental results show that the scan-forest architecture
and the PI merging scheme can reduce the maximum number
of care bits for most benchmark circuits. The only exceptions
are s38417 and s38584. The proposed new testability measure
can further reduce the maximum number of care bits for the
test vectors to detect the hard faults for circuits s5378, s15850,
and s38417. It is particularly striking that the new testability
measure can reduce the maximum number of care bits of the
deterministic test vectors from 86 to 44 for circuit s38417.
The proposed pseudorandom testing scheme with weighted
scan-enable signals can increase the fault coverage of the first
phase significantly for nearly all circuits. Additional pseudorandom test patterns do not increase the fault coverage for
the benchmark circuits of the sts test scheme. The increase in
fault coverage with weighted scan-enable signals is particularly
noteworthy for circuits s9234, s3330, s15850, and s38417.
Compared with the baseline pseudorandom test scheme based
on the multiple scan-chain architecture [53], the new pseudorandom test scheme provides higher fault coverage for almost
all circuits. Therefore, the proposed scheme can reduce the
deterministic test data volume drastically.
Table II presents results of the weighted random pattern
test generation scheme presented in [16], which presented a
technique for compression of the data for the weight sets on
the PIs and scan-in pins. The weighted random test pattern
generation method is similar to the one presented by Pomeranz
and Reddy [34]; however, the method in [34] does not handle
weighted random pattern generation for scan-based circuits.
The results in column [16] present the fault simulation results
for 500k clock cycles based on the PROOFS fault simulator
[32] (i.e., 50 000 random patterns). The scan-chain length is set
to the same one presented in [16] for circuits s13207, s15850,
s38417, and s38584. The scan-chain length is set to ten for
all the remaining circuits. The first 20 000 random patterns
are generated in the same way as that of the conventional
test-per-scan test scheme sts. The remaining 30 000 patterns
are partitioned into three separate test sessions, where every
10 000 weighted random test patterns are generated based on
the corresponding weight set.
Just like the test schemes with multiple capture cycles in [15]
and [48], the weighted random pattern generation method in
[16] receives test responses only at the capture cycles, which is
a multiple test session test scheme with a single capture cycle
for each test cycle. It is shown in Table II that results of the
weighted random test pattern generation scheme in [16] are
quite close to those of the RSE scheme, which are still apparently worse than the proposed weighted scan-enable-signalbased test scheme for all circuits. As mentioned earlier, the
weighted scan-enable-based test scheme allows one to capture
test responses in every clock cycle.
It is particularly noteworthy that for all benchmark circuits,
our method can encode all deterministic test vectors of the hard
faults successfully, with an LFSR of size equal to the maximum
number of care bits for these test vectors. This can be attributed
to two reasons: 1) The pseudorandom test generator is very
efficient, and most hard faults that need more care bits are covered; and 2) selection of an appropriate primitive polynomial.
The selection of an appropriate primitive polynomial can be
completed very fast for all circuits.

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH
PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED METHODS

We compare our method with an early, but very influential, deterministic BIST method, i.e., [22]. We also carry out
comparisons with more recent methods, e.g., [3], [12], [24],
and [33]. The comparison is based on the test data volume
needed to reach a complete coverage after pseudorandom testing. Table III presents the sizes of the LFSRs (size) needed and
test data volumes for all these methods. It is shown that the
proposed method leads to the lowest test data volume for all
circuits using LFSRs of the smallest size.
The hardware overhead for a deterministic BIST scheme
includes two parts: 1) the hardware overhead of the pseudorandom test generator, the PS, the test response, the compactor, and
the MISR; and 2) the hardware overhead to store seeds of the
deterministic vectors for the random-resistant faults. The FAST
method [33] does not use any PS; therefore, area of the PS can
be saved compared with the proposed method. The size of the
PS used by the partial dynamic LFSR reseeding method [24]
is expected to be similar to that used by the sts test scheme
if the scan-chain length is set to the same value. The early
deterministic BIST method [22] used a single scan chain, which
needs the least area overhead. The PS and the MISR used the
seed ordering method SO in [3] are similar to those of the sts
test scheme. The size of the LFSR for the proposed test scheme
can be reduced greatly compared with all previous methods;
therefore, the area overhead for the LFSR is expected to be
smaller. In most cases, the LFSR and the MISR contribute the
most to the area overhead of a BIST scheme. Note that it is hard
to present accurate area overhead comparisons with previously
deterministic BIST methods because many implementation details of earlier work are not available.
In Table IV, we compare the hardware overhead for the
proposed test scheme with the conventional sts scheme. The
routing overhead comparison between the sts and the test
schemes is also presented. It is shown that the area overhead of
the new test scheme is much less than that of the sts scheme, and
the routing overhead of the proposed test scheme is close to that
of the sts scheme. Experiments were completed to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the heuristic proposed for reconfigurable
scan-forest construction with routing constraint consideration.
Let wl(rsf) denote the total interconnect length for the reconfigurable scan forest. Let wl(org.) denote the interconnect length
for a single scan-chain architecture. Next, we use wl (rsf) to
represent the interconnect length for the reconfigurable scan
forest designed under routing constraints. Finally, let wl(sts)
denote the total interconnect length for a multiple scan-chain
architecture. In the following equations, WO represents the
interconnect overhead of the reconfigurable scan forest relative
to a single scan-chain architecture. The parameter WO(imp.)
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TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE AREA OVERHEAD OF THE RECONFIGURABLE SCAN FOREST AND OTHER TECHNIQUES UNDER ROUTING CONSTRAINTS

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED TEST SCHEME WITH THE STS TEST SCHEME FOR n-DETECTION OF SINGLE STUCK-AT FAULTS

is the interconnect overhead of the reconfigurable scan forest
under routing constraints relative to a single scan-chain architecture. The parameters WO(sts) and RO are defined in a
similar manner as follows:
wl(rsf) − wl(org.)
× 100%
wl(org.)
wl (rsf) − wl(org.)
× 100%
WO(imp.) =
wl(org.)
wl(sts) − wl(org.)
× 100%
WO(sts) =
wl(sts)

wl(rsf) − wl (rsf)
× 100%.
RO =
wl(org.)
WO =

Table IV presents results for the routing-constrained reconfigurable scan-forest design technique. The results show that
the incorporation of routing constraints reduces the interconnect overhead for almost all circuits. In fact, the interconnect
overhead is now comparable to that for a single scan-chain
architecture. For two circuits, namely, s35932 and s38584, the
interconnect overhead is even less than that for the single scanchain architecture.
In comparing the area overhead of the proposed method
with the conventional sts test scheme, we note that two XOR
networks are used to construct the LFSR in the former case, as
a result of which a small number of additional XOR gates are
necessary. The size of the LFSR needed here is less than that
for sts because of the polynomial selection scheme proposed
in this paper. In the reconfigurable scan-forest architecture, a

single stage of the PS drives a scan tree instead of a scan chain
(as is the case for sts). For example, for circuit s38417, a scanin signal of scan tree drives 20 scan chains simultaneously. This
can reduce the size of the PS greatly and, therefore, reduces the
area overhead of the proposed test scheme. The compactors and
the MISRs for both schemes are similar.
Table IV shows the area overheads for the proposed method
and for the conventional test-per-scan test scheme sts. It is
shown that the area overhead for the proposed test scheme is
much less than that of the sts scheme for all circuits. This
reduction can be attributed to the smaller PS. The scan-chain
length is set to ten for all experiments reported in Table IV. The
area of a circuit is estimated based on the class.lib library of
the Synopsys tool. The area overheads for the reconfigurable
scan-forest-based test scheme are calculated by using (21).
The area overhead of the sts test scheme can be estimated
similarly
AO(rsf) =

area of rsf cir. − area of orig. cir.
× 100%. (21)
area of orig. cir.

In Table IV, AO (sts), AO (rsf), and AO (PS) represent the area
overheads of the sts, the proposed test scheme, and the PS for
the proposed test scheme after compacting the POs with the
technique presented in Section II.
B. Results for n-Detection
Although test vectors for full single stuck-at fault coverage
may not detect all defects in a chip, experimental results
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Fig. 9. Comparison of test quality of the proposed scheme with sts in terms of n-detection of single stuck-at faults.

show that high defect coverage can be achieved by applying
n-detection test sets [35]. In our experiment, 500k clock cycles
are used for n-detection based on the proposed weighted scanenable test scheme. That is, a fault is not dropped by a fault
simulator until it is detected n times. We use n-detection ATPG
to generate deterministic vectors that detect all hard faults
at least n times. The HOPE fault simulator [27] is modified
for n-detection fault simulation, whereas the ATALANTA test
generator [26] is modified for n-detection ATPG.
Table V presents n-detection capability of the proposed
scheme with that of the baseline sts test scheme. We report the
fault coverage and the ROM storage needed (in bits). For the
weighted scan-enable scheme, the proposed testability measure
presented in Section IV is used to generate deterministic test
vectors with fewer care bits. The seed encoding techniques
presented in Section V are adopted to encode all deterministic
vectors. For the baseline sts test scheme, the proposed new
testability measure is not used to guide ATPG. An LFSR of size
Smax + 20 [22], [33], [40] is used to compress the deterministic
vectors further into a set of seeds. The number of shift clock
cycles between two loaded seeds for the scan-enable scheme is
the same as that of the sts test scheme. As shown in Table V,
the proposed scheme outperforms sts in all cases. The fault
coverage difference between two methods and the difference in
the required storage become more apparent when n increases.
We use 500k clock cycles for all experimental results reported
in Table V.
Experimental results show that the weighted scan-enable
scheme achieves much higher fault coverage than the sts for

all circuits for n = 1 to n = 5. Fig. 9 shows the comparison
for circuits s38417, s15850, s13207, and s3330 from n = 1 to
n = 5 and n = 10. It is shown that the weighted scan-enable
signals lead to a much better fault coverage in all cases for the
four circuits, particularly for s38417 and s3330. The proposed
scheme needs much less ROM to store the deterministic seeds
on-chip. The advantage of the proposed scheme is more significant for larger n.
VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a new deterministic BIST method,
which uses a reconfigurable scan forest with separate weighted
scan-enable signals for all scan chains. The scan forest contains
multiple scan trees, where the scan-in signal of each scan
tree drives a number of scan chains without any aliasing. Test
application is carried out in two phases: a pseudorandom phase
with weighted scan-enable signals and a deterministic phase.
The scan-forest architecture is configured as a single scan
tree in the deterministic phase. Different LFSRs are used for
both testing phases using a very simple control logic. A new
testability measure has been proposed to generate deterministic
test vectors with fewer care bits for the hard faults. We have
presented experimental results and comparison with several
previous methods. We have shown that the size of the LFSR
used to encode all deterministic vectors is equal to the maximum number of care bits in the deterministic vectors. The
proposed deterministic BIST scheme is also evaluated for the
n-detection of single stuck-at faults. Experimental results show
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that the proposed method performs better for the n-detection
of single stuck-at faults than the conventional scan-based BIST
scheme for n-detection testing. As part of ongoing work, we are
investigating the use of multiple seeds per scan vector [45] in
order to reduce the size of the LFSR.
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